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ARCHITECTURE. In the heart of the Plaine Monceau , a Paris neighborhood which

has undoubtedly  the largest mansions in m², is an am azing and unusual building :

a Chinese pagoda. A pagoda? There are many  mosques in Paris, temples, and other

buildings for all faiths … Y es, but the original side of the building is that it is not a

religious building, but simply  the result of the love of a man for his country  of origin –

China – and his willingness to share it with his adopted country .

Arrived in 1902 in Paris, ChingTsaiLoo is an art dealer who has known a dazzling

success. He bought a mansion built in 1880, classic sty le, in order to work a few steps

from Parc Monceau. Mr. Loo was lucky , the owners were not asked to have a building

permit at this time. It was a boon for those who wanted to add a little whimsy  to their

daily  life… The architect Fernand Bloch is then responsible for transforming this 19th

century  building into a beautiful pagoda of Chinese inspiration. The mansion is raised by

two floors, the roof was rebuilt, and the entire building painted in red. 

The construction was achieved in 1926, which obviously  has led many  complaints and

even a neighbourhood petition for demolition. In vain… the “House Loo” is still

standing up today . And although it was sold in 2011, its activ ity  keeps going

according to the wishes of its founder, namely  to be a cultural bridge between France

and China. It is now a private museum, which offers throughout the y ear, exhibitions,

shows (and even offers spaces privatized). An opportunity  to discover the magnificent

interior decor ty pically  Chinese of this pagoda. An uncommon institution…

 

 

You m ay  also like in the surroundings

- Orthodox Cathedral Saint-Alexandre-Nevsky

- Jean-Jacques Henner Museum
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